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Interrupting the church’s flow



Some preliminaries…



me… 

and “we”…













“Now did you want to see me broken

Bowed head and lowered eyes

Shoulders fallen down like tear drops

Weakened by my soulful cries

Does my confidence upset you

Don’t you take it awful hard

Cause I walk like I’ve got a diamond mine

Breakin’ up in my front yard

So you may shoot me with your words

You may cut me with your eyes

And I’ll rise

I’ll rise

I’ll rise

Out of the shacks of history’s shame

Up from a past rooted in pain

I’ll rise

I’ll rise

I’ll rise...”



Where are we…?



Where am I in this 
picture?

Who do I respond 
to positively?Who do I respond 

to negatively?

How do I benefit?

Who do I know 
personally?





“…many professionals, opinion makers, communi-
cations media and centres of power, being located in
affluent urban areas, are far removed from the poor,
with little direct contact with their problems. … Their
lack of physical contact and encounter, encouraged at
times by the disintegration of our cities, can lead to a
numbing of conscience and to tendentious analyses
which neglect parts of reality.”

(Pope Francis, Laudato Si)





• ‘the logos we inhabit is “halved” …
we know how to speak but have
forgotten how to listen’

• ‘non-listening culture … divides itself into separate discourses, 
which are free from the desire or obligation to listen to others’

• a ‘powerful’ discourse … ‘seeks to expand its territory through 
the silencing of others’ (and defining what counts as ‘truth’)

• ‘benumbment’ = the ‘refusal to listen or be listened to, as a 
means of defending one’s own discursive space against the 
predatory invasion of other discourses’

https://www.goodreads.com/book/photo/8113585-keeping-god-s-silence
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiUm8CdsdXZAhUTsBQKHXAKBVIQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Other_Side_of_Language.html?id%3Db-GxQgAACAAJ&psig=AOvVaw2qxDv-KPDmVCGhKVLF8sRF&ust=1520346200884561


“The conditions for continued obliviousness, of 
power-related willing-not-to-see, are widespread.”

(Mary McClintock Fulkerson, Places of Redemption)



“Do you see 
this woman?”

Luke 
7:36-50





Economies…



Economies…
• (systems) in which things move and are exchanged

• in which we participate – with our bodies & imaginations

• which shape us, and:
• what we do with our bodies

• what we value

• how we see & treat others

• what we desire

• what we worry over

• what we celebrate & delight in



Economy #1: ‘Counting in’
• Values counting (money, people) and keeping accounts

• ‘Resources expended’ = primarily money

• Looks for ‘value for money’ – primarily a financial return

• Sees non-Christian neighbours as ‘potential Christians / giving 
units’

• Sees some people as ‘deficient givers’?

Where does this economy  shape 
your imagination / conversation / 
decision-making / action?



Economy #2: ‘Giving out’
• Values growth of God’s Kingdom

• ‘Outpouring’ / ‘self-giving’ for the benefit of others

• Resources expended = not just money, but also time, energy, etc.

• Change may well not result in (financial-numerical) ‘return’

• Mission as…

• ‘service’ => ‘meeting needs’

• ‘proclamation’ => ‘bringing Jesus’

• Flow from the ‘centre’ to the ‘edges’

Where does this economy  shape your imagination 
/ conversation / decision-making / action?



Tracing the church’s ‘flow’

• The church receives
from God...

• ...to give to the 
world...

God

Church

World



‘Centre’

‘Edges’

“The church must not allow areas of the city to be walled up.
Ghettos and gated communities must be entered; the no-go
zones riddled with racial and economic tensions and ruled by
violence must be penetrated…”

(Graham Ward, The Politics of Discipleship)

‘a missional flow of ministry that will genuinely 
resource the church across the whole city’

Ric Thorpe, ‘City Centre Resource Churches’

‘to be a church that generates light for the city of 
Birmingham’, a light ‘that we pray will pour out of this 
building’

St Luke’s Gas Street (Birmingham), Vision Statement



Bishops

Priests

Deacons

Laos

World

Tracing the church’s ‘flow’

 From the ‘centre’...

 ...to the ‘edges’



The power of the
PROVIDER… PERFORMER… POSSESSOR…



‘It just so happens that identifying with or as the central agent in the narratives we embody 

is one of the broken ways of being toward which white people are prone. It just so happens 

that being inclined to do “for” in postures that are paternalistic is another damaged 

side-effect of white racialization. And it just so happens that these tendencies are valorized

in the social justice Jesus who is the central power-agent in his saga. Social justice Jesus is 

like a superhero standing up to evil forces around him and attempting to inveigh on behalf of suffering 

others. And, thus, while it is laudable that he stands with or works on behalf of the marginalized, it, 

therefore, just so happens that the broken ways of being toward which white people are already inclined 

are likely to be triggered, maybe even amplified, by identifying with such a figure. ... Simply put, 

identifying with the divine is about the last thing that a white person whose life is embedded in 

white-supremacist structures should be doing.’

(Jennifer Harvey, ‘What Would Zacchaeus Do?’, 2012)

Identifying with the divine

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjcwvjnsdXZAhUCtBQKHQcLAuQQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9780203106129&psig=AOvVaw1iNDeuK3evX3r0Oa2fGcJW&ust=1520346390990567


‘…identifying with the divine is about the last thing that…

• a man whose life is embedded in patriarchal structures… 

• a middle-class Christian whose life is embedded 

in unjust economic structures…

• a human being whose life is embedded in ecocidal structures… 

…should be doing.’



Alternatives…



“What she 
has done…”

Mark 
14:3-8



Economy #3: radically receptive

• Values the growth of God’s Kingdom

• ‘Flow’ is not one-way

• Sees neighbours as abundant gifts & prophetic 
challenges-in-waiting

• ‘Receives’ gifts freely given (& brings to light 
‘hidden treasure’) – doesn’t ‘take’

• Resists ‘initiatives’ & ‘projects’

• Church members go out ‘treasure-seeking’, 
ready to receive

• Resources spent = time and energy ‘being 
around’



What might we receive?
• Hospitality

• Friendship

• Stories

• Passions

• Skills

• Questions / challenges

• Wisdom 

• Vision / leadership

• …?



‘Centre’

‘Edges’

Reversing the church’s ‘flow’

 From the ‘edges’...

 ...to the ‘centre’

 From beyond the church

 From within the church’s ‘edges’ 
(reversing hierarchies of 
privilege & power)

Not ‘inclusion’, but ‘transfusion’



Bishops

Priests

Deacons

Laos

World

Reversing the church’s ‘flow’

 From the ‘edges’...

 ...to the ‘centre’

(including the Other-than-
human world)





Nelle Morton, The Journey is Home



Being interrupted





Concluding reflections…

• Where is this ‘third economy’ already shaping your 
imagination / conversation / decision-making / action?

• What possibilities can you imagine for more deeply 
inhabiting this ‘third economy’ in your context / role?



Extra time…?!



“For Francis and Clare, encounter became an arresting way of life,
open to all. In their experience, there was no one whose life would not
be deeply enriched by deeper dedication to the way of encounter.
Engaging the other with the intention to listen, to learn, and to
connect is a mutually transformative practice that slowly changes
everything. Encounter teaches us to honour the fragility and
sacredness of our own humanity, especially as we come to know our
common humanity together. When done in the conscious presence of
the love of God, encounter creates sacred space in the human
community. Encounter moves us from observers of life to
collaborators, with God, in the building up of the human community,
the creation of a common home.”

(Gillian Ahlgren, The Tenderness of God)



Ecotone

Living on the edge,
‘twixt habitats – ecotone.
Benefits from both.

Meeting place /
contact zone

Intermingling
& interacting

Fertile



(Ex)tending(Ex)tending

‘Growth’
(= Expanding territory)



Street connecting





Receptivity to the more-than-human
‘Before he allowed [Michael] Pollan to meet any of the animals on his 
farm, [Joel] Salatin “insisted that … I join him down on his belly in a 
pasture [where], he introduced me to orchard grass and fescue, to 
red and white clover, to millet and blue grass, plantain and timothy 
and sweet grass, which he pulled a blade of for me to taste.”’

‘Many people gazing at a field see only grass … Salatin sees, and 
beyond sees, attentively circulates through on all fours, experiences 
with profound resonance and all his senses, is engaged by as he 
engages, mimetically hopes from, and hungers for – an immense, 
dynamic and fructiferous complexity of symbiotic relationships.’



Receptivity to the more-than-human

‘Rather than a territorialized sense of the farm as a sovereign 
space to be statically mastered, grass farming is an art form 
more akin to a responsive dance with ever-shifting boundaries 
and practices drawn forth through profoundly receptive 
engagements with myriad forms of life and interconnections 
that “are not of one’s own making.”’

(Romand Coles)


